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Dylan Dog - Lucas' Abandonware

1) If you have already installed the game on your Hard Disk, go to step 6), if you ... they all represent characters (Dylan Dog, Groucho and Inspector Bloch). 
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--------------------Dylan Dog - The Looking Glass --------------------PC VERSION The PC version is only playable from a hard disk and it will need at least 4 Mb free on it. The program will work with MS-DOS from version 3.0 onward. An installation program is included, and it will help installing the game on the Hard Disk or copying the original disks to 4 720k disks for those who don't have high-density disk drives. Follow these step-by-step instructions: 1) If you have already installed the game on your Hard Disk, go to step 6), if you haven't installed it yet, read carefully from step 2) onward. 2) Insert the disk and type A: (or B: if the 3 1/2 drive is recognized as B:) and press ENTER. 3) Type INSTALL and press ENTER. 4) Choose the option "Installazione Su Disco Rigido". 5) Follow step by step the instructions that will be desplayed on the screen. If the disk space or available RAM is not enough to run the game, the installation program will tell you so. 6) Once the installation is complete, type AZIONE and press ENTER. 7) Choose the option "GIOCA" to start the adventure or "DISINSTALLA" to delete it from the Hard Disk. 8) If the available RAM is not enough, the program will allow you to run the game modifying temporarily the settings of your PC. The program can have problems if run with an expanded memory manager (like EMM386 or QEMM) You will need a mouse. It will run on processors from 80286 onward.



OPTIONS To choose the language, click with the left mouse button on the flag corresponding to the desired language.



PROTECTION CODES - Search on the SECURITY CHECK table for the row of icons with the first two icons equal to those displayed on the screen. Complete the two remaining squares with the missing icons. - Use the mouse on the up/down arrows to change the icon in the square, right/left to select the desired square. - Once the two missing icons have been chosen, move the mose on the "OK" icon and press the left mouse button.



POSSIBLE COMBINATIONS General rule: - Right button to select;



- Left button to confirm. - To examine objects or icons: move the mouse cursor to the object/icon and press the left mouse button; - To use an object: push the right mouse button twice and then the left button once. To a) b) c)



use an object on another one: Select the first object with the right mouse button; Select the second object with the right mouse button; Confirm the operation clicking with the left mouse button on one of the two objects.



To ask a character about an object or another character, or to make a character interact with an object: a) Select the first object with the right mouse button; b) Select the character's icon with the right mouse button; c) Confirm the operation clicking with the left mouse button on the character. Every time you find yourself in a new place, examine carefully every object you can see and if the description that appears at the top of the screen makes you curious, try to use that object following the aforementioned procedure.



THE ICONS The bottom of the screen is occupied by icons. These are symbols which can represent characters, objects or concepts. At the beginning of the game there are only three icons on the screen, and they all represent characters (Dylan Dog, Groucho and Inspector Bloch). As the game proceeds and you get hold of more objects, or informations about people and objects, new icons will be added to those you already have. Icons will be used to ask questions to the characters you will meet, or to do the actions necessary to reach the solution of the game.



EXAMINING AN OBJECT To examine an object you will need to move the mouse cursor to the object you're interested in, and then press the LEFT mouse button once: a description of the object will appear at the top of the screen. It's obviously possible to examine both the elements of the graphic window and those represented through icons (they can be characters, objects or concepts).



INTERACTING WITH ONE OR MORE OBJECTS Apart from examining objects, it is also possible to use them. To do this you muse place the mouse cursor on the object you want to use (or on its icon), press the right mouse button TWICE (the cursor's shape will change, to help you remember how many times you've already pressed the right button) and then the left mouse button to confirm your decision. It's important that the cursor stays on the object during this operation. For example, let's suppose you want to open a drawer. You will need to place the cursor on the drawer, push the right mouse button until the cursor will have the II symbol next to it, and then press the left mouse button. If the drawer is not locked, it will open. It is also possible to make an object interact with another one. Let's suppose the drawer is locked. In this case, we will want to use a key on the drawer. To do this you will need to place the cursor on the key and press the right mouse button, then move the cursor on the drawer and press the right button once again (at this point the cursor should have the II symbol next to it), and finally the left button to confirm. In the same way it's possible to ask to someone (who owns the key) present in the same room to open the drawer for you, using the combination drawer-person.



TALKING TO A CHARACTER After an automatic introduction, it's possible to ask several questions to the characters we will



meet in the game: this is done by clicking twice on the object/icon we're interested in with the right mouse button, then moving the cursor on the ICON of the character and pushing the left mouse button. In some cases, it will be possible to ask the same question to a character (after a period of time) to obtain further informations. You can accelerate the dialogues by clicking with the left mouse button during the conversation.



TRAVELLING This can be done selecting with the right mose button the street address you want to go to (they're listed on the bottom right part of the screen) and confirming the choice with the left button. The street addresses will be added as soon as you discover new locations in the game, but the computer will select every time the places you can go to (for example, you can't go to the office after the closing hour).



THE AUTHOR If the player doesn't manage to obtain a minimum number of informations in a limited period of time, the author of the comic book you're playing will appear and will bring you back in time of some hours (or one or more days, in some cases) to allow you to get the missing informations.



LOAD/SAVE The game can be saved. To do this you'll have to go to Dylan Dog's office and open the first drawer on the right of the desk. A notepad will appear, with the options LOAD - SAVE - CANCEL: select SAVE with the left mouse button. A list of save game positions on which you can save your current game will appear; for example, select "Game 1". To load the saved position, the pocedure is similar, but you will need to select LOAD on the notepad. CANCEL must be used in case you didn't mean to open that drawer and you want to go back to the game.
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Untitled - Lucas' Abandonware 

someone else may enter the room and leave a valuable clue for you to find! ..... You may move your character on the screen with the Arrow) keys, the numeric keypad, or the mouse. ... tricky section, or observe something more carefully. In The ...
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Burntime - Lucas' Abandonware 

takes you to get to like this game, it could become reality. Enjoy the game and make ..... about and they continued to go walking in the radio- active rain unaware.
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Darklands - Lucas' Abandonware 

Germany in the 15th Century. The strange ... Information); here you must refer to the back manual cover .... and training (if you've found any teachers), earning money ..... detailed discussion of these options. .... accounting, the Julian was slight
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armada 2525 - Lucas' Abandonware 

Game Setting Options. Game Length . .... When you have set the options as you desire, press I ENTER ... Strategy determines the players' overall development.
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Flight Assignment - Lucas' Abandonware 

Feb 15, 2003 - Use these settings as starting points; adjust pitch or power for desired goals of airspeed, altitude, or glidepath. These settings are for standard ...
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Sleep Walker - Lucas' Abandonware 

game in deep sleep when the bar is to the far right. It moves gradually to ... back at the beginning of the current level. Scattered .... Programming. Richard Cheek ...
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CardPlayersParadise - Lucas' Abandonware 

Card Players Paradise also supports the following peripherals: Modem ...... Remember, the last eight tricks of a game become extremely tricky and can be confusing. After a few ... Casino. Three different kinds of moves are used in Casino. The ...
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designasaurus ii - Lucas' Abandonware 

Designasaurus II Lab Manual for a review of their findings. Greetings to the Foundation .... swamps, arid plains, shallow seas and lava flows, reflecting the era in ..... Fighting ends when one .... Dinosaurs had become the dominant land animal.
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short rules - Lucas' Abandonware 

are based on how good your plans are in terms of the economy and ... w If you have a PC-compatible computer that uses GW BASIC, then leave the DOS disk in ...
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Crazy Cars - Lucas' Abandonware 

After you have finished a race, you can put your name beside your score. .... PC, XT, AT, PS are trademarks of International Business Machine Corp. AMIGA ...
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Actua Soccer - Lucas' Abandonware 

Every camera angle has been included in actua soccer and each one can be .... a yellow card; play will stop while the referee takes the players name and shows ...
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John Flynn - Lucas' Abandonware 

Even the kids skateboarding at the corner petrol station have ... Beginning with toddlers and simple wooden jigsaw puzzles and games and now, with.
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greg norman's - Lucas' Abandonware 

Golf has always been a difficult game to simulate accurately on a computer, due to the vast ..... If the two lines meet before you click, don't worry. You have at least another ..... The only other factor to mention is that of height. Driving from a 
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the bismarck - Lucas' Abandonware 

powerful fighting ships ever built for the German Navy. It was first ... A host of anti-aircraft weapons with a range of up to 11 ... the North Atlanticâ€”including the aircraft carrier Ark Royal. .... Note: See Pilot's Screen and Engineer's Screen l
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Chess Maniac - Lucas' Abandonware 

H Name and version number of your operating system. H Name and .... chief nerd on the project was Paul Mogg who leapt hurdles and ... mind that this game and the rest of this manual are parodies ...... promptly built a red hotel on Boardwalk and. Par
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Archipelagos - Lucas' Abandonware 

When an egg is ready to hatch, the sky will grow darker and ... themselves in the form of a whirlwind and roam the archipelago in search of ... Every fifth archipelago in the first one hundred is bitmapped that means that it is pre-drawn by us and.
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Untitled - Lucas' Abandonware 

Nov 19, 2004 - The Communing God has put a task before us and we shall not falter. We .... ships, the box will contain a white X on a blue background. ... Black. This is an indication of the untapped organic resources in the system. ..... crews are t
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ANUA - Lucas' Abandonware 

career is born. To start your .... Star Players are the heroes of the Blood Bowl ..... evil nature, cunning and athletic agility make them natural-born champions.
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personnel - Lucas' Abandonware 

Manual. Manual Artwork. Photo Reference. Programmlng Team Manager. Product Manager ...... At a distance of less than 27 miles, it is pos- sible to get radar ...... failure affects the ratings of the air crew for future missions. Assigning Plane ...
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Destroyer - Lucas' Abandonware 

The dial will turn black to indicate this, and the joystick has no effect until the ... turns the wheel) is defined on the map at .... Islands are shown as white squares, ships as blips, ..... usually Centerline or at a right angle to Centerline of t
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Virtual Pool - Lucas' Abandonware 

You don't need a sound card to play Wirtual Pool, but you won't get to hear any of the .... watch the game from any angle you like - We'll get to that a little later, in.
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Cannon Fodder - Lucas' Abandonware 

You do not directly control troopers but instead determine their behaviour thanks to a ... BAZOOKAS Not to be confused with the crude trombone-like musical instruments of .... Never mind, surrender and try again. .... human resources and lives.
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CyClones (Manuel) - Lucas' Abandonware 

This file contains any pertinent information about the game that was not able to .... you don't see your card listed, usually a setting of Soundblaster. (number 0) is the best ... There was only the briefest mention of the tutorial in the manual, so 
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brimstone - Lucas' Abandonware 

All night I sat in the green glow of the open manuscript. I read the work, ..... Novels recognize a vocabulary of over 1200 words. Many synonyms of com-.
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